Abstract This paper focuses on languages that exhibit processes of copy epenthesis, specifically those where the similarity between a copy vowel and its host extends to prosodic or suprasegmental resemblance. We argue that copy vowels and their hosts strive for identity in all prosodic properties, and show that this drive for prosodic identity can cause misapplication in the assignment of properties such as stress, pitch, and length. To explain these effects, we argue that any successful analysis of copy epenthesis must involve a correspondence relation (following Kitto and de Lacy 1999). Our proposal successfully predicts the extant typology of prosodic identity effects in copy epenthesis; alternative analyses of copy epenthesis relying solely on featural spreading (e.g. Kawahara 2007) or gestural realignment (e.g. Hall 2003 Hall , 2006 do not naturally capture the effects discussed here.
The predictions of these analyses diverge when we consider the potential for prosodic identity (or, agreement for suprasegmental features such as stress and length) between a copy vowel and its host (see Kitto and de Lacy 1999:17, also Kawahara 2007:16-17) . Under a spreading-based theory in particular, there is no reason to predict that a copy vowel and its host should exhibit prosodic identity, as properties such as stress and length are commonly assumed not to undergo autosegmental spreading. And under a theory of copy epenthesis as gestural intrusion, there is no a priori reason to expect that the two halves of the underlying vowel should seek to resemble one another prosodically (see Sections 3.4 and 4.6 for discussion). Under a correspondence-based theory, however, prosodic identity effects are predicted: faithfulness constraints can refer to prosodic properties such as stress and length on a number of different correspondence dimensions (see e.g. McCarthy and Prince 1988 on length identity in reduplication), so we would expect to find effects of these constraints on the copy-host dimension as well. Thus the (non-)existence of prosodic identity effects has the potential to inform our understanding of the nature of the dependence between a copy vowel and its host.
In this paper, we analyze a number of cases in which the similarity between copy vowels and their hosts extends beyond featural identity to prosodic identity, and show that the data are best-captured under an analysis in which copy vowels and their hosts stand in correspondence with one another. Although the claim that copy-host identity extends to prosodic properties is not novel, and the particular languages discussed here have been previously identified as significant for correspondence-based theories of copy epenthesis (see Kitto and de Lacy 1999) , the main contribution of this paper is its detailed explication and analysis of a larger set of prosodic misapplication effects than has previously been acknowledged. We show, for example, that, in Scottish Gaelic, copy vowels and their hosts must be durationally equivalent; when this requirement cannot be satisfied, copy epenthesis is blocked (Sections 3.2-3.4). To give another example, we show that the unusually short durations of both copy and host vowels in Ho-Chunk can be explained if epenthetic vowels in Ho-Chunk must be short, and the host must shorten to match the copy (Section 4.4); this is then an instance of back-copying in copy epenthesis (cf. Kitto and de Lacy 1999:16) .
We conclude by showing that a correspondence-based theory of copy epenthesis is capable of predicting the full attested typology of prosodic misapplication effects, a result that spreading-based and gestural-intrusion analyses of copy epenthesis cannot match. While our proposal is not yet sufficient to account for the full range of generalizations that hold over the typology of copy epenthesis more generally (see Section 5.1 for discussion, as well as Kawahara 2007) , we believe that the current proposal's ability to account for prosodic misapplication effects provides a solid argument that any successful analysis of copy epenthesis on the whole must involve a correspondence relation.
Representational assumptions
Before proceeding to the analyses in this paper, it is necessary to lay out some of our assumptions regarding the phonological representation of copy epenthesis and the constraints that derive it. Following Kitto and de Lacy (1999) , we assume that copy vowels and their hosts stand in correspondence with one another; we refer to this as the Host-Epenthetic (HE) correspondence relation. 1 Beyond this, the only correspondence relation that we assume to hold over this domain is the one between the surface host vowel and its underlying correspondent. The representational structure we adopt is thus the one schematized in (1). Whether or not the analysis of copy epenthesis benefits from some additional correspondence relation z, holding between the host's underlying correspondent and its copy (as proposed in Stanton and Zukoff 2016) , is a question we leave for future work.
(1)
Representation of copy epenthesis / O x r m /
IO-Correspondence
[ O x,y r O y m ]
HE (Host-Epenthetic) Correspondence
Cases of copy epenthesis can be differentiated from cases of default epenthesis, where the quality of the inserted vowel is not dependent on the quality of the neighboring vowels (in Tongan, for example, 'camel' is adapted as [kameli] and 'colonel' as [ke:nali]; Kitto 1997) . Following Kitto and de Lacy (1999) , we assume that default epenthetic vowels, just like copy vowels, stand in correspondence with a host. The difference between copy and default epenthesis amounts to a difference in the ranking of a collection of faithfulness constraints, which require an epenthetic vowel to be identical to one of its vocalic neighbors (abbreviated below as HE-IDENT [F] ); and another collection of faithfulness constraints, which prefer the insertion of a specific default vowel (given a language where [i] is the preferred default vowel, this collection is abbreviated as →[i] The analyses that follow assume that copy epenthesis occurs when HE-IDENT [F] dominates the markedness constraints that prefer default epenthesis; the analytic differences between copy and default epenthesis are not relevant to the topics at issue here.
Before moving forward, we would like to acknowledge several implementational issues that we do not address here. The first is the issue of directionality: how does a copy vowel choose whether to resemble the vowel to its left (as in Selayarese, Section 2) or the vowel to its right (as in Scottish Gaelic and Ho-Chunk, Section 3-4)? We follow Kitto and de Lacy (2009:9) in assuming that directionality is regulated by two competing constraints: COPY-LEFT and COPY-RIGHT. In the analyses that follow, we simply assume the correct directionality and omit reference to these constraints. The second implementational issue concerns the rationale for correspondence between an epenthetic vowel and its host. We do not explore the question of why epenthetic vowels stand in correspondence with their hosts; we only assume that they must. For the purposes of this paper, we assume that the requirement that an epenthetic vowel and its host stand in correspondence is a constraint on GEN: candidates in which this correspondence relation does not hold are impossible candidates. (But for some evidence that it might be advantageous to treat the pressure to correspond as a violable constraint, see Kitto and de Lacy 1999:11-12 , as well as the discussion in 5.1.2 of the present paper.) Our focus here is only on the evidence that positing a correspondence relationship is necessary.
Details and outline of the study
The empirical phenomena discussed in this paper were identified from a survey of 51 languages with copy epenthesis, drawn primarily from Kawahara's (2007) survey and other online resources. In conducting the survey, we sought to find cases of prosodic misapplication in copy epenthesis that could not be straightforwardly analyzed by appealing to a ban on stressing epenthetic vowels (e.g. McCarthy and Prince 1994 on Makassarese) or faithfulness to the source stress, in the case of loanwords (e.g. Kenstowicz 2007 on Fijian) . We term these kinds of cases complex misapplication effects. The survey yielded three languages that display such effects: Selayarese (discussed in Section 2), Scottish Gaelic (discussed in Section 3), and Ho-Chunk (discussed in Section 4). For a list of languages consulted in the survey, see the Appendix.
Selayarese
In Selayarese (Malayo-Polynesian), stress misapplies when a copy vowel is present at certain positions within the word (see Mithun and Basri 1986; Piggott 1995; Kitto and de Lacy 1999; Broselow 2008, a.o.) . We show that these data cannot be straightforwardly explained under an analysis where epenthetic vowels are invisible to stress assignment, but that they are easily explained under an analysis where copy-host pairs strive for stress identity. (We note that the proposed analysis closely resembles Kitto and de Lacy's 1999 analysis; see the end of Section 2.2 for discussion.)
The basic stress pattern
In Selayarese, stress normally falls on the penultimate syllable (Mithun and Basri 1986, a.o.) . As shown in (6), all stressed syllables are heavy. If the stressed syllable is open, the vowel lengthens (a-d); if the stressed syllable is closed (by a geminate or a glottal stop), the vowel is short (e-f).
(6) Penultimate stress in Selayarese (Mithun and Basri 1986:212- In what follows we assume that all stressed syllables must be heavy (i.e. we do not consider candidates in which the stressed syllable is light) and focus only on the placement of stress. We model the pattern in (6) with the constraints *LAPSERIGHT (abbreviated *LAPSER, (7a)) and NONFINALITY (7b). Together, these two constraints require that stress fall on the penult (8). (Throughout, we follow Prince 1983; Gordon 2002, and others in analyzing the distribution of stress without making reference to metrical constituency. The question of whether or not reference to metrical constituency is necessary is tangential to the topics at issue in this paper.) There is a class of words in Selayarese that unexpectedly bear antepenultimate stress (9). All of these words share several properties (Mithun and Basri 1986:237) : the last two vowels are identical; these vowels are separated by a coronal continuant (/s/, /r/, or /l/); and the final vowel present in the isolation form is absent when a vowelinitial suffix is added, for example, [lá: m bere] 'long' → [la m bé:r-aN] 'longer' (Mithun and Basri 1986:238) . This is significant because deletion under hiatus is not a normal phonological process in Selayarese: word-final vowels are permitted to surface before vowel-initial suffixes more generally-for example, [tínro] 'sleep' → [pa-tinró-aN] 'bed, bedroom' (Mithun and Basri 1986:238 One possible analysis of (9) is that epenthetic vowels in Selayarese are invisible for the purposes of stress assignment (Mithun and Basri 1986) : these forms have antepenultimate stress because the antepenult is the second non-epenthetic vowel, counting from the word's right edge. When more data is taken into consideration, however, it becomes clear that epenthetic vowels are not always invisible to stress. In (10-11), stress lands on the penultimate syllable despite the presence of an epenthetic vowel (underlined) in the penult (10), or in the antepenultimate and final syllables (11).
(10) Internal epenthesis in loanwords (Broselow 2008 The above analysis closely resembles the analysis of Selayarese developed by Kitto and de Lacy (1999) , who argue that copy vowels and their hosts strive to be durationally (or moraically) equivalent. Their analysis, however, rests on the assumption that all epenthetic vowels are short, an assumption that has since been corrected by Broselow (2008:22) (and was reflected above, see especially (10) and (11)). While this correction to the data does not rule out a copy-host identity analysis based on length along the lines of that proposed by Kitto and de Lacy (1999) -it is possible to modify their analysis so as to account for Broselow's (2008) correction to the data-we have focused here on the role of stress in copy-host identity for the sake of consistency and compatibility with the majority of the literature on Selayarese copy epenthesis. A reviewer asks how the correspondence-based analysis proposed here accounts for the fact that, in word-final position, copy epenthesis applies only across the coronal continuants /s/, /r/, and /l/. We follow Broselow (2000) in assuming that, in word-final position, epenthesis is a last-resort strategy. Selayarese allows two word-final coda consonants, [N] and [P] , and an illicit final coda is converted to one of these segments in all cases where such a mapping would not result in a change in [±continuant] (so /p,t,k,b,d,g/ → [P], and /m,n,N/ → [N]). But /r/, /l/, and /s/, as they are [+continuant] , cannot be mapped to [-continuant] [P] or [N] . As epenthesis is preferable to deletion in Selayarese, the attested repair is copy epenthesis following the coronal continuant. For more general discussion of the role of intervening consonants in copy epenthesis, see Section 5.1.2.
The nature of correspondence in Selayarese copy epenthesis
Before moving on, we consider the nature of the correspondence relation that holds between an epenthetic vowel and its host. So far, we have assumed that an epenthetic vowel stands in correspondence with a neighbor. A potential alternative proposal for the data discussed thus far could be that pairs of identical vowels spanning [r], [l], or [s] must correspond; this requirement, combined with a requirement that corresponding vowels must agree in stress, would derive the misapplication effects analyzed here. This analysis differs from the one proposed above in that it makes crucial reference only to the surface properties of strings; the status of a vowel as epenthetic vs. non-epenthetic plays no role in determining whether it stands in correspondence with another. Such an analysis could be implemented in the framework of Agreement by Correspondence (Rose and Walker 2004; Hansson 2010; Bennett 2015a,b; a.o.) , where a class of CORR constraints compels surface correspondence among featurally similar segments.
There is, however, a problem for this alternative: surface strings alone do not allow us to correctly predict which forms exhibit stress misapplication. In Selayarese, reference to the epenthetic vs. non-epenthetic status of a vowel is necessary. Evidence for this comes from the near-minimal pair in (20) and others like it; more examples can be found in Mithun and Basri (1986) . Despite the fact that both forms end in a final [uru] string, stress only misapplies in (20a). (20) Stress difference in near-minimal pair (Mithun and Basri 1986:217,238) a. Antepenultimate stress já:guru 'to box, punch' b. Penultimate stress kaPmú:ru 'nose'
The relevant difference between (20a) and (20b) lies in the status of the final vowel. In (20a), where stress misapplies, the final vowel is epenthetic; in (20b), where stress does not misapply, the final vowel is not epenthetic (recall that a final vowel's epenthetic status can be confirmed independently by the diagnostics mentioned at the beginning of Section 2.2). Thus whether or not misapplication applies cannot be predicted by reference to surface strings alone; reference to a segment's epenthetic vs. non-epenthetic status is necessary.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no proposal in the Agreement by Correspondence literature that allows a CORR constraint to reference whether or not a given segment is epenthetic. There is thus no proposal in this literature that can account for the data discussed here. In large part for this reason, we follow Kitto and de Lacy (1999) in assuming throughout that a special correspondence relation holds between an epenthetic vowel and its host (for reasons that remain unknown), rather than assuming that the correspondence relationship discussed here is one instantiation of a broader class of surface correspondence phenomena. 7 In addition, were we to pursue an analysis of prosodic misapplication that makes crucial reference to surface similarity, it would necessarily predict that a precondition for prosodic misapplication is featural similarity between an epenthetic vowel and its host. We have not fully explored this prediction, but suggestive evidence that it is incorrect comes from blocking in Irish Gaelic default epenthesis (discussion in Section 3.4).
Scottish Gaelic
Our next case of prosodic misapplication in copy epenthesis comes from Scottish Gaelic (Celtic), where heterorganic falling-sonority clusters are broken up by epenthesis. In the Barra dialect (as well as several others), the epenthetic vowel is generally identical to the preceding vowel ((21); Børgstrom 1937; Kenstowicz and Kisseberth 1979; Clements 1986; Bosch and de Jong 1997; Hall 2003; Hammond et al. 2014; a.o.) . 8 Transcriptions in this section generally follow standard IPA convention, but we follow Børgstrom (1937) and Clements (1986) 
The epenthetic status of the vowels in (21) can be determined by comparison with near-minimal pairs: they exhibit different prosodic properties than non-epenthetic vowels in the same environments (Bosch and de Jong 1997:2) . We focus here on several unexpected interactions between copy epenthesis and other aspects of Scottish Gaelic phonology, especially concerning stress and vowel length. We show that positing a correspondence relation between a copy vowel and its host allows for a unified analysis of these effects. While aspects of the data discussed here have been treated in other recent work on the analysis of copy epenthesis (see esp. Hall 2003; Hammond et al. 2014) , the analyses in this section are original to this paper.
Copy epenthesis and stress
Scottish Gaelic words generally have initial stress (22) . But in words where a copy-host pair occupies the first two syllables (23), the initial and peninitial vowels both bear primary stress (see Børgstrom 1937:73,130 In words where a copy-host pair occupies the initial and peninitial syllables, the combination of STRESSL and HE-IDENT[stress] (defined in (12)) compels stress to fall on both the copy and its host. The fact that this is the attested result indicates that HE-IDENT[stress] *CLASH (defined in (13)). The tableaux in (25) and (26) The analysis as formulated above predicts that stress should apply normally if the first syllable is not a member of a copy-host pair (for example, the analysis predicts that hypothetical /aparm/ should be realized as [áparam] ). In all forms with copy epenthesis that we have seen, however, the copy-host pair occupies the initial and peninitial syllables. We do not know if this limitation reflects an accident of the lexicon, or a generalization that should be accounted for in a fuller analysis. With this analysis of stress in place, we consider how the relationship between stress and vowel length contributes to further prosodic misapplication effects.
Copy epenthesis and vowel length
In Scottish Gaelic, copy epenthesis interacts with vowel length in two unexpected ways. The first suggests that there are limitations on the kinds of acceptable host vowels. Note that all forms displaying copy epenthesis (as in (21)) have a short host vowel. When the potential host vowel is a long vowel or a diphthong, however, copy epenthesis fails to apply (27) . In other words, all attested heterorganic falling sonority clusters in Scottish Gaelic follow a long vowel or diphthong. (27) Copy epenthesis fails with a potential long host vowel (Hammond et al. 2014:126) 
The second unexpected interaction suggests that copy-host pairs display a desire to match each other in length, or moraic count. Bosch and de Jong (1997) show that in words where V 1 and V 2 are both short and present underlyingly, V 1 is longer than V 2 -which is unsurprising, if length is a correlate of stress in Scottish Gaelic. In words where V 1 is a host and V 2 is its copy, however, V 1 and V 2 match in length. (For further discussion of the instrumental data and statistical analyses that support these observations, see Bosch and de Jong 1997.) We show that both interactions can be derived under the assumption that a copy vowel and its host strive for identity in length (although since stress and length interact, the analysis is in some ways overdetermined; we make note of this below). The length-matching effects documented by Bosch and de Jong occur when HE-IDENT[length] (defined below) can be satisfied. When high-ranked markedness constraints prevent its satisfaction, copy epenthesis is blocked (as in (27)).
Vowel length categories
To analyze the above patterns, we propose that vowels in Scottish Gaelic are associated with 1, 2, or 3 moras (abbreviated µ), as in (28). Short stressless vowels, as they are the shortest vowels, are monomoraic; short stressed vowels, which are intermediate in duration between short stressless vowels and long vowels, are bimoraic; and long vowels are trimoraic. For instrumental data supporting this division, see Bosch and de Jong (1997) . 10 Note that we do not differentiate between long stressed vs. long stressless vowels, as long vowels are licensed only in initial position (and thus are necessarily stressed). This distributional asymmetry is analyzed below. 
Distribution of vowel lengths
We begin by analyzing the restriction of certain vowel lengths to certain positions, putting aside for now interactions with copy epenthesis (see Section 3.2.3). Although we introduce more constraints in this short subsection than are locally necessary, all will be needed for the full analysis. Furthermore, we assume that stress is assigned based on the ranking developed in Section 3.1, and stress placement is not sensitive to mora count-in other words, STRESSL and HE-IDENT[stress] outrank all the length-related constraints introduced below.
In Scottish Gaelic, all stressless vowels are short, i.e. monomoraic. We assume here that this limitation on the length of stressless vowels is enforced by a class of markedness constraints that (stringently) penalize subsets of longer vowels: *V µµ+ (29) assigns a penalty to vowels that are at least bimoraic, and *V µµµ+ (30) assigns a penalty to vowels that are at least trimoraic. (We assume throughout that *V µµµµ+ , which assigns a penalty to vowels associated with four or more moras, is undominated; this derives the limitation of Scottish Gaelic vowels to maximally three moras.) (29) *V µµ+ : Assign one violation mark * for each vowel that is associated with 2+ moras.
(30) *V µµµ+ : Assign one violation mark * for each vowel that is associated with 3+ moras.
Stressed vowels are minimally bimoraic. We analyze this requirement as an effect of a variety of the STRESS-TO-WEIGHT Principle (SWP; Myers 1987; Riad 1992) , which requires stressed vowels to be minimally bimoraic (31). Satisfaction of this constraint through vowel lengthening entails violation of DEP-µ (32), a faithfulness constraint that penalizes mora insertion.
(31) SWP µµ+ : Assign one violation mark * for each stressed vowel that is not at least bimoraic.
(32) DEP-µ: Let y be an output vowel, and x its input correspondent. Assign one violation mark * for each µ in the output associated with y that lacks a corresponding µ in the input that is associated with x.
Additionally, in stressed syllables, a vowel can be long or short. We assume that this flexibility is due to high-ranked MAX-µ/σ 1 (33), a positional faithfulness constraint that militates against mora deletion in root-initial syllables (abbreviated σ 1 ; on root-initial positional faithfulness see esp. Beckman 1998:50ff). The more general MAX-µ, which militates against mora deletion in all positions, is defined in (34).
(33) MAX-µ/σ 1 : Let y be an output vowel in σ 1 , and x its input correspondent. Assign one violation mark * for each µ in the input associated with x that lacks a corresponding µ in the output that is associated with y.
(34) MAX-µ: Let y be an output vowel, and x its input correspondent. Assign one violation mark * for each µ in the input associated with x that lacks a corresponding µ in the output that is associated with y.
With these constraints, we can derive the attested range and distribution of vowel lengths in Scottish Gaelic words (again, putting aside the exceptional patterns induced by copy epenthesis). Words with a short stressed vowel allow us to infer three crucial rankings. The fact that the stressed vowel must be minimally bimoraic-even if it were to correspond to an input monomoraic vowel-indicates that SWP µµ+ dominates both DEP-µ and *V µµ+ (compare (35a-b) ). In addition, the fact that the stressless vowel must be monomoraic-even it corresponds to a bimoraic input vowel-indicates that *V µµ+ dominates MAX-µ (compare (35b-c)).
(35) Tableau for [kál j ak] 'young girl' (with maximally unfaithful hypothetical input)
Accounting for the distribution of trimoraic vowels allows us to infer an additional crucial ranking. The fact that a trimoraic vowel may surface in word-initial position indicates that MAX-µ/σ 1 dominates *V µµµ+ (36); in any other position, an input trimoraic vowel would be shortened to an output monomoraic vowel, as *V µµ+ dominates the general version of MAX-µ (established above).
For an interim summary, see (37). The reader may wonder, at this point, about the predictions of an analysis that refers to three degrees of vowel length. Does the analysis predict that there should exist languages that make a contrastive three-way vowel length distinction? The answer is yes, and such languages do exist (see e.g. Prince 1980 on Estonian and Baal et al. 2012 on North Saami).
(37) Interim ranking summary
Interactions with copy epenthesis
We analyze now the interactions between copy epenthesis and vowel length. As background, we assume here that epenthesis in Scottish Gaelic is motivated by *FALLCC (38), a cover constraint for whatever factors disprefer heterorganic falling-sonority clusters. 11 Satisfying *FALLCC through epenthesis entails a violation of DEP-SEG (39).
(38) *FALLCC: Assign one violation mark * for each heterorganic falling-sonority cluster.
(39) DEP-SEG: Assign one violation mark * for each output segment that does not have an input correspondent. , is completely ill-formed given the analysis in (37): since both vowels are stressed, the ranking SWP µµ+ *V µµ+ decrees that both must be minimally bimoraic.) The fact that neither of these options is attested, however, indicates that *FALLCC is subordinated to other markedness and faithfulness constraints. In order for a candidate without epenthesis (42a) to be preferable to a candidate in which the copy vowel is long (42b), it must be the case that *V µµµ+ dominates *FALLCC: leaving the cluster unrepaired is preferable to licensing a long vowel outside of initial position. And in order for a candidate without epenthesis (42a) to be preferable to a candidate in which both the host and copy vowel surface with two moras (42c), it must be the case that MAX-µ/σ 1 *FALLCC: leaving the cluster unrepaired is preferable to shortening the initial vowel. Finally, the fact that insertion of a short vowel (with no concomitant change to the length of the host vowel) is not employed indicates that HE-IDENT[length] dominates *FALLCC: if the activity of high-ranked markedness constraints makes it impossible for the copy and host to match in moraic count, it is better to leave the cluster unrepaired. (In (42), the ranking MAX-µ/σ 1 *V µµµ+ is carried over from the analysis of the non-epenthetic data in (37).) (42) Copy epenthesis blocked when the potential host vowel is long
The behavior of copy-host sequences in which the host vowel is short motivates one further constraint ranking.
As both copy and host bear stress (due to undominated HE-IDENT[stress], Section 3.1), both must surface as bimoraic due to high-ranked SWP µµ+ (compare (43a-c)). The analysis of length-matching in these forms is thus overdetermined; both SWP µµ+ and HE-IDENT[length] prefer (43c), where both vowels are bimoraic, to (43b). In any case, the fact that we see repair of the cluster when the host vowel is short thus indicates that inserting a short (stressed) vowel is preferable to licensing a falling-sonority cluster; *FALLCC dominates *V µµ+ (compare (43c-d) If all epenthetic vowels (copy and default) stand in correspondence with a host (as assumed in Section 1.1), the analysis developed for Scottish Gaelic blocking directly extends to the Irish Gaelic data in (45) (46) . Under an analysis where all epenthetic vowels correspond with a vocalic host, the only relevant difference between Irish and Scottish Gaelic is the relative ranking of the HE-IDENT constraints that refer to vocalic features (e.g. HE-IDENT [low] ) and the collection of constraints that prefer insertion of a default vowel. As the constraints that compel prosodic identity are distinct from those that compel featural identity, HE-IDENT constraints can compel prosodic misapplication regardless of the epenthetic vowel's featural relationship to its host. Thus the fact that we find identical blocking effects in Scottish Gaelic (with copy epenthetic vowels) and Irish Gaelic (with default epenthetic vowels) provides some novel support for Kitto and de Lacy's (1999) hypothesis that all epenthetic vowels, whether default or copy, stand in correspondence with a host.
Note that, if this analysis is correct, we would expect Irish Gaelic default epenthetic vowels to be durationally equivalent to their host vowels. More broadly, given the claim that all epenthetic vowels stand in correspondence with a neighbor, cross-linguistically, we would expect to find a range of prosodic misapplication effects in default and copy epenthesis alike. We do not know if either prediction is borne out.
Discussion
This section has argued that misapplication effects involving length and stress in Scottish Gaelic can be attributed to a desire for prosodic identity between an epenthetic vowel and its host. Here we briefly consider whether or not alternative analyses of copy epenthesis can also generate the data.
We focus first on analyses that invoke feature spreading as a means of explaining the resemblance between a copy vowel and its host. Under these analyses (e.g. Clements 1986 Clements , 1991 Gafos and Lombardi 1999; Halle et al. 2000; Shademan 2002; Kawahara 2007) , the copy obtains its vowel place (or V-Place) features from a nearby host (illustration in (47), following Kawahara (2007) ). Rt Rt
V-Place
An analysis along these lines accounts for the fact that Scottish Gaelic copy vowels featurally resemble their hosts, but such an analysis does not extend straightforwardly to the prosodic misapplication effects discussed in this section. The fact that both copy and host bear stress, for example, is not easily analyzed by a spreadingbased theory: identity for segmental features does not automatically entail identity for suprasegmental features, and furthermore it is commonly assumed that stress is unlike segmental features (and some other suprasegmental features, i.e. tone) in that it cannot undergo autosegmental spreading. In addition, the fact that copy epenthesis is blocked following a long vowel in Scottish Gaelic is difficult to explain: there is no obvious reason why the decision to insert a new vowel and spread [V-Place] onto it should depend on the length of the preceding vowel.
The correspondence-based analysis, however, provides a unified explanation of these facts.
In a study on the phonetics and phonology of vowel intrusion, Hall (2003) argues that the Scottish Gaelic phenomena discussed here can be analyzed if we assume that a single gesture underlies the copy-host pair. In the form [OrOm] (21a), for example, the illusion of copy epenthesis emerges when the constellation of gestures that yield an [r] 
Hall (2003) There are open questions regarding the details and motivation of this analysis. Why, for example, is sonorant moraicity a prerequisite for gestural intrusion? And given that consonantal intrusion into a vowel requires a concomitant lengthening of that vowel (Hall 2003:114) , why does the resulting VRV nucleus not violate the trimoraic maximum? What we wish to focus on, though, is a perceived loss of generalization. We have argued that both the blocking and the length-matching effects can be attributed to one motivating factor: copy vowels and their hosts strive for prosodic identity. Acknowledging this allows for a simple and economical analysis of the prosodic misapplication phenomena. But in a gestural intrusion theory, where such a demand for identity is not recognized, all identity effects are treated as separate phenomena and analyzed with different mechanisms. In short, the correspondence-based analysis directly accounts for a strong generalization that the gestural approach treats as incidental (for further discussion on this point, see Section 4.6).
Another argument for the correspondence-based approach comes from the parallel between the Scottish and Irish Gaelic blocking data (Section 3.3). As a reviewer notes, it is doubtful that Irish Gaelic epenthesis should be analyzed as a case of gestural intrusion. Hall's (2003 Hall's ( , 2006 diagnostics for gestural intrusion include that the vowel be phonologically invisible, and optional or durationally variable. Regarding the invisibility of Irish Gaelic epenthetic vowels, Ní Chiosáin (1999) shows that whether or not epenthesis occurs in a given cluster depends on the metrical structure of the word that contains that cluster (see esp. 565-570). That is to say, epenthetic vowels in Irish Gaelic crucially must be visible, as their distribution is constrained by metrical properties. Regarding the optionality and duration of Irish Gaelic epenthesis: the description provided by Ní Chiosáin (1999) suggests that epenthesis is obligatory, regardless of speech rate, and she does not suggest that they are durationally variable. Given that Hall's analysis of Scottish Gaelic blocking crucially relies on a sonorant's ability to participate in gestural intrusion, it is not clear that this analysis could extend to the Irish Gaelic data. But as discussed above, the correspondence-based analysis of Scottish Gaelic blocking extends naturally to the Irish Gaelic case: default vowels, like copies, seek durational equivalence with their hosts. 12 In short, we have shown that invoking a correspondence relationship between an epenthetic vowel and its host allows us to account for cases of prosodic misapplication in Scottish Gaelic copy epenthesis, as well as analogous effects in Irish Gaelic default epenthesis. These results, combined with the difficulties faced by alternative analyses, provide support for the central claim of this paper: a correspondence relation is an essential component of any successful theory of copy epenthesis.
Ho-Chunk
In Ho-Chunk (Siouan; also known as Winnebago, Hocák, Hocank), a process of copy epenthesis known as Dorsey's Law often causes stress to misapply, though in complex and descriptively non-uniform ways (Miner 1979 et seq.; Hale and White Eagle 1980; Halle and Vergnaud 1987; Alderete 1995; Hayes 1995; Hall 2003; a.o.) . We argue that this well-known interaction between Dorsey's Law and stress placement results from a drive for stress identity between a copy vowel and its host. We show, in addition, that the proposed analysis can be extended to capture additional prosodic misapplication effects in Ho-Chunk, including a case of back-copying of vowel length (Section 4.4), as well as unexpected patterns of vowel nasalization and ablaut (Section 4.5).
The data discussed in this section are for the most part well-known (with the exception of the length neutralization data in Section 4.4.2, which is a novel observation). The stress application facts have in particular played a major role in the literature on interactions between epenthesis and word-level prosody; for discussion, see the references cited in the above paragraph. For the most part, however, the relevance of these data to correspondence-based theories of copy epenthesis has not been recognized, nor have they yet been analyzed in such a framework (with the exception of the vowel nasalization and ablaut facts; see Kitto and de Lacy 1999:14-15, 22) . Our contribution, then, is a demonstration of how all relevant misapplication phenomena receive a uniform analysis in a framework that explicitly acknowledges a drive for identity between a copy vowel and its host.
Transcription of stress
In Ho-Chunk, voiceless obstruent + sonorant clusters are broken up by copy epenthesis. Words containing a Dorsey's Law (DL) sequence can often be identified by the fact that they bear a different stress pattern than otherwise equivalent non-DL words (compare (49a-b) ). Here and throughout, we assume that stress is shared between the members of a copy-host pair: if either the copy or host bears a stress, so must the other. While this is not what many recent sources and analyses assume, we believe there is sufficient motivation for such an assumption. The motivation comes in part from instrumental data provided by Hall (2003:172-173) . The three pitch tracks provided in Hall's study, reproduced (with her permission) as Figures 1-3 below, suggest that DL sequences have pitch patterns unlike those found in other bimoraic or disyllabic sequences. In disyllabic words where the two vowels comprise a DL sequence (Figure 1 ), both vowels bear high pitch; in other disyllabic words (Figure 2) , however, only the second vowel bears high pitch. DL sequences also behave unlike long vowels, which bear high pitch on only their first constituent mora ( Figure 3 ). As pitch is the primary (and perhaps only) cue to stress in Ho-Chunk (Miner 1989; Hall 2003) , Figure 1 is consistent with a view in which both vowels in a DL sequence bear stress. (We realize that the pitch tracks are not ideal, as the axes are difficult to read and the pitch tracks are not segmented. What is important for the present purposes, however, is only the differences among the contours: the DL sequence in Figure 1 has a pitch plateau, which can be compared to the rise in Figure 2 and the fall in Figure 3 . Due to the figures' ability to illustrate this contrast, we have elected to include them, despite their impoverishment in other domains.)
Further evidence that both vowels in a DL sequence can bear stress comes from our readings of the early sources. All sources on Ho-Chunk stress agree that, when stress falls in particular positions within the word, some part of a DL sequence must carry stress. The transcription of stress in such DL sequences has, however, varied across descriptions. Starting with Hale and White Eagle (1980) , work on stress in Ho-Chunk has assumed that only one member of the copy-host pair bears stress. But in work prior to Hale and White Eagle (1980) , there is consistent acknowledgment of prominence on both members of the DL sequence. Susman (1943:13) writes that, in DL sequences "secondary stress seems to attach equally to both syllables." Miner (1979) transcribes secondary stress on the copy and primary stress on the host (e.g. hipèrés 'know'), but notes that often "the secondarily accented syllable has almost as much accent as, or even as much as (but never more than) the primarily accented one" (27). Miner's move in later work (1981, 1989) to transcribe stress on only one portion of the DL sequence is made without comment.
As we have not obtained access to high-quality recordings, we refrain from speculation as to the source of the difference in stress transcription between the pre-1980 and post-1980 sources. But based on these descriptions and Hall's (2003) pitch-tracking data, we believe there is sufficient motivation to assert that when one vowel in a DL sequence bears stress, so must the other.
Stress in non-DL words
Even setting aside its interactions with copy epenthesis, the Ho-Chunk stress system is fairly complex. To simplify matters, in what follows we focus only on the distribution of primary stress.
As is evident from (50a-b), stress prefers to fall on the third mora from the left (the post-peninitial mora): this means that stress falls on the third syllable if the first two syllables are light (notated as σ µ ), and on the second syllable if the first syllable is heavy (notated as σ µµ ). 13 If the word contains only two light syllables, stress falls on the second mora/syllable (50c). Together, these three constraints correctly predict post-peninitial stress. As shown in (54c), a candidate with postpeninitial stress satisfies all of these metrical constraints. By contrast, a candidate with initial stress (54a) violates both NONINIT and EXTNONINIT; a candidate with peninitial stress (54b) violates EXTNONINIT; and a candidate with fourth-mora stress (54d) violates *EXTLAPSEL. These constraints also correctly predict that bimoraic words have peninitial stress: a candidate with initial stress (55a) is harmonically bounded by one with peninitial stress (55b). In addition to the preference for post-peninitial stress, there are several additional factors governing stress placement that involve syllable weight. For example, if a long vowel bears stress, stress must fall on its first mora; if a diphthong bears stress, stress must fall on the more sonorous member (see Miner 1989 on both of these points). We do not discuss these facts further because they are orthogonal to the behavior of stress in words with DL sequences, to which we now turn.
Copy epenthesis and misapplication of stress
As summarized below, whether or not (and how) DL sequences influence stress assignment depends on their position within the word, as well as the word's length. We focus first on patterns of stress assignment in four-syllable words, as these demonstrate many of the necessary crucial rankings, and then show how the analysis can be extended to generate the remainder of the data. We primarily restrict our discusssion to words consisting entirely of light syllables, so as to neutralize the distinction between moras and syllables (though see the end of Section 4.3.2). In the remainder of this section, we will mainly refer to position of stress in terms of syllables, for ease of comprehension. (In Table 1 , all DL words are from Miner 1989; non-DL words are from (50).)
Stress in four-syllable words
The table in (56) shows the types of four-syllable words that contain only light syllables, categorized by the presence and position of a DL sequence. In (56a-b), where a DL sequence is either absent or occupies the first and second syllables, stress applies normally. In (56c), where the DL sequence occupies the second and third syllables, stress misapplies: it falls on the fourth syllable, rather than the default third. And in (56d), where the DL sequence occupies the third and fourth syllables, stress also misapplies (though in a different way): it falls on both the third and the fourth syllables. We argue here that the cases of misapplication in (56c-d) occur to render the two vowels in the DL sequence stressidentical: the behavior of (56c) and (56d) can be explained if HE-IDENT[stress]-the same constraint employed in the analyses of Selayarese and Scottish Gaelic above-dominates certain metrical constraints. Under our analysis, the misapplication patterns in (56c-d) differ because there are two ways to satisfy HE-IDENT[stress]: by stressing both the copy and the host (as in hiru[píní] (56d)), or by stressing neither the copy nor the host (as in hi[koro]hó (56c)). Misapplication occurs in words of these shapes because the position targeted for default stress assignment, σ 3 , is part of a DL sequence. Due to the activity of HE-IDENT[stress], applying normal σ 3 stress would trigger the need for stress on the other member of the DL sequence. The pattern that results is determined by the position of the other member of the DL sequence, and whether or not the metrical constraints permit that position to bear a stress. We focus first on words where the DL sequence occupies the third and fourth syllables, e.g. (57)) and *EXTLAPSEL (as in (58)).
Stress in other word shapes
The other patterns in Table 1 are consistent with the rankings demonstrated in four-syllable words and, in addition, reveal several others. We focus first on disyllabic words. In disyllabic words without a DL sequence, stress falls on the second syllable (e.g. hiwáx). This outcome follows from any ranking of the metrical constraints, as demonstrated in (55) The words we have discussed so far contain only light syllables, but our analysis makes predictions regarding words of other shapes as well. We close by discussing two kinds of words that have one heavy syllable. In the first kind, a long initial syllable is immediately followed by a DL sequence (e.g. bo:
[púnús] 'to hit at random' ; Miner 1989:149) . In such cases, we observe the same sort of double-stressing misapplication as is found in hiru[píní] (57). This is exactly as predicted: the two moras of the long vowel that precede the DL sequence in bo: [púnús] are equivalent to the two moras of the two light syllables that precede the DL sequence in hiru [píní] . In the second kind, a DL sequence occupying the first two syllables is immediately followed by a long vowel (e.g. hypothetical [xoro]ǰí:). We have been unable to locate such forms, but they are predicted to display normal application, as the third mora is not part of a DL sequence.
Summary of Ho-Chunk stress
This concludes the analysis of the Ho-Chunk stress misapplication data. The analysis is summarized in (63) At first glance, the Ho-Chunk misapplication pattern appears fairly complex, and many previous accounts of HoChunk stress have needed to appeal to otherwise unmotivated analytic conventions to capture the full range of facts (e.g. the Domino Condition; Halle and Vergnaud 1987) . Under our analysis, however, this complex misapplication pattern is just a combination of the simpler stress misapplication patterns attested in Selayarese (see Section 2.2) and Scottish Gaelic (Section 3.1). In Selayarese, HE-IDENT[stress] is satisfied by stressing neither the copy vowel nor the host; in Scottish Gaelic, HE-IDENT[stress] is satisfied by stressing both the copy and the host. Ho-Chunk utilizes both strategies, distributed according to their interaction with other independently necessary metrical constraints.
Length matching, neutralization, and back-copying
The previous subsection argued that, in a Dorsey's Law sequence, the copy vowel and its host desire identity for stress. In this subsection, we consider evidence that a copy vowel and its host desire identity for length, or moraic count, as well. We identify two ways in which the normal durational patterns in Ho-Chunk are disrupted by Dorsey's Law, and argue that both should be viewed as instances of back-copying: restrictions on the maximum length of an epenthetic vowel hold not only over the copy vowel, but are transferred to its host as well.
As far as we are aware, these effects are the first reported examples of back-copying in copy epenthesis (cf. Kitto and de Lacy 1999:16) . Insofar as the existence of back-copying provides evidence for the activity of correspondence constraints that hold over surface forms (see McCarthy and Prince 1995, esp. 24-29) , the existence of these phenomena underscores the major claim of our paper: any successful analysis of copy epenthesis must involve a correspondence relation.
Length matching
Many authors working with primary Ho-Chunk data have reported that one or both vowels in the DL sequences are noticeably short. For example, Susman (1943:9-10) writes that ". . . [DL sequences] can be identified [. . . ] usually by the fact that the vowels are very short"; Miner (1979:26) notes that "the sequences are spoken [. . . ] faster than other CVCV sequences"; and Hale and White Eagle (1980:117) note that the epenthetic vowel exhibits "extra brevity" (they do not remark on the length of the host vowel). From these descriptions, we infer that both the copy and the host vowel are shorter than the target duration of a normal short vowel (that is, one not in a DL sequence).
For an analysis, we propose that Ho-Chunk vowels belong to one of three durational categories: long, or bimoraic (V µµ ); short, or monomoraic (V µ ); and overshort, or some quantity less than a mora (which we notate as V ι ). 15 In the general case, a ban on overshort vowels (*V ι , (64)) limits the vocalic inventory to short and long vowels. In contexts of epenthesis, however, overshort vowels arise due to a desire to minimize the length of an epenthetic vowel: the shorter the epenthetic vowel, the more minimal the perceptual change between the unrepaired and repaired clusters (see Steriade 2009 on the P-map). We formalize this desire for short epenthetic vowels as DEP-V µ+ (65).
(64) *V ι : Assign one violation mark * for each vowel that does not bear at least one mora.
(65) DEP-V µ+ : Assign one violation mark * for every output vowel associated with one or more moras that lacks an input correspondent.
If both DEP-V µ+ and HE-IDENT[length]-the constraint ensuring copy-host length identity defined in (41) above in the analysis of Scottish Gaelic-dominate *V ι , the following situation arises. The epenthetic vowel is prevented from being associated with one or more moras, as inserting such a vowel would fatally violate DEP-V µ+ (66a). It is also impossible to insert an overshort copy vowel of a host which surfaces with one mora (i.e. the normal mora count for a short vowel), as a fatal violation of HE-IDENT[length] results (66b). Thus, the optimal choice in this situation is to shorten the host vowel (violating MAX-µ, as defined in (34) above in the analysis of Scottish Gaelic) and realize both vowels as overshort, despite the two violations of low-ranked *V ι (66c). (Stress marks are omitted from tableaux from this point forward.) Under this analysis, the length-matching effect in Ho-Chunk is an example of back-copying: restrictions on the maximum length of the copy cause the length of the host to be altered, as well.
A reviewer, picking up on the importance of Steriade's (2009) P-map to this analysis, asks how the existence of copy epenthesis is consistent with its assumptions. Steriade (2009:174-175 ) notes that the cross-linguistic preference for [@] as a default epenthetic vowel (also Kitto and de Lacy 1999:4) follows from the assumption that phonological grammars prefer minimal input-output modification, as the insertion of a short, contextually variable vowel is 'the closest thing to no epenthesis at all.' Copy epenthesis by definition does not involve the insertion of a short default vowel, and when the P-map is taken into account, would appear to be a substandard repair strategy.
Under our analysis, the existence of copy epenthesis arises due to the ability of HE-IDENT[F] constraints to outrank IO-Correspondence constraints, i.e. those constraints that would prefer insertion of short [@] to longer [a] (see Section 1.1 for discussion). We adopt, with Steriade, the hypothesis that IO-Correspondence constraints are organized so as to prioritize the least salient repair. But there is no reason that these constraints, as a unit, cannot be subordinated to HE-IDENT [F] . Put differently, the P-map is not a theory of the overall structure of phonological grammars, but rather a theory of the relationships among correspondence constraints along a single correspondence dimension. As HE-IDENT[F] constraints are not IO-Correspondence constraints, the relative ranking of these two different classes of faithfulness constraints can vary on a language-by-language basis. 16
Length neutralization in DL
Recall that Ho-Chunk admits both short and long vowels. Available evidence suggests, however, that this contrast is neutralized in DL sequences: no DL sequence that we have found contains a long host. Since the ban on voiceless stop + sonorant clusters is surface-true, we find it unlikely that the limitation to short hosts is due to blockage of epenthesis when the potential host vowel is long: if this were the case, we would expect to find voiceless stop + sonorant clusters licensed when a long vowel follows (e.g.*[kre:]); this would be the Ho-Chunk equivalent of the Scottish Gaelic blocking pattern (see Section 3). Given that words of this shape are unattested, it is more likely that DL applies regardless of the underlying length of the host. Assuming richness of the base (Prince and Smolensky 2004) , an underlyingly long vowel must then shorten when it functions as a host.
Shortening of long hosts is predicted by the length-matching analysis above. If the copy vowel is forbidden from being associated with a full mora (DEP-V µ+ is undominated), and both host and copy must be associated with the same number of moras (HE-IDENT[length] is undominated), the host vowel must shorten to match its copy-even if that host is underlyingly long (67). There are a number of roots of the shape RV:(C) (where R = sonorant, (C) = optional consonant); for example, re: 'to go'. When the second person singular marker S -is prefixed to roots of this shape, DL is triggered, and the root's long vowel shortens: for example, Sere 'you (sg.) go' (Miner 1989:151) . While these alternations could be interpreted as HE-IDENT[length]-motivated neutralization, there are other potential explanations for why the root vowel should shorten. For example, a preliminary examination of Miner (1984) suggests that inflectional prefixes may more generally cause a root-initial vowel to shorten (e.g. kũ:wák 'to dive' → ha-kũwák 'I dive ', Miner 1984 ', Miner : ex. (1925 ; hó: 'to howl' → ha-hó 'I howl ', Miner 1984 ', Miner : ex. (1428 ). Regardless of whether or not alternations like re: ↔ Sere provide evidence for the activity of HE-IDENT[length], the lack of long hosts in DL is an exceptionless phonotactic generalization, and as such should receive some analysis. Taking into account the length-matching data discussed above, the generalization is that a host, no matter its underlying length, shortens to match its copy.
Other evidence for HE-faithfulness in Ho-Chunk
Beyond stress and length misapplication, evidence consistent with the activity of HE-IDENT constraints comes from two additional phenomena: overapplication of predictable vowel nasalization and overapplication of ablaut (see also Kitto and de Lacy 1999:14-15, 22 on both) . While the main focus of this paper is on misapplication effects that target prosodic properties, these phenomena involve the misapplication of segmental processes. Together, these two kinds of phenomena suggest that copy-host pairs in Ho-Chunk strive for identity in all predictable phonological properties. 17
Overapplication of vowel nasalization
In Ho-Chunk, vowel nasality is contrastive for [+low] and [+high] vowels (68). In post-nasal position, however, only nasal vowels are permitted to occur (69). (68) Minimal pairs demonstrating vocalic nasality contrast (Miner 1989 As a contrast in vocalic nasality is generally licensed in Ho-Chunk, we know that IO-IDENT[±nasal] must dominate *Ṽ. To derive the generalization that oral vowels are forbidden following nasal consonants, it must be the case that *NV dominates IO-IDENT [±nasal] . Below, we show that this ranking induces neutralization in post-nasal position (73) but generates contrast elsewhere (74). As shown above, nasal vowels are generally permitted due to the ranking IO-IDENT [±nasal] *Ṽ. However, given our assumption that the epenthetic copy vowel lacks an input correspondent, IO-IDENT[±nasal] is irrelevant, and *Ṽ should force all copy vowels to surface as [-nasal] (since copy vowels only ever surface after non-nasal stops). If, however, HE-IDENT[±nasal] (76) also outranks *Ṽ (again following Kitto and de Lacy 1999:14-15) , the copy is forced to resemble its predictably nasalized host, and the unexpected distribution in (75) Kitto and de Lacy (1999:22) note that these data are compatible with a correspondence-based analysis; such an analysis, in sketch form, follows. Let us assume there is some constraint, ABLAUT, that requires word-final [e] to lower to [a] in certain morphological contexts; we do not attempt to offer an analysis of the ablaut pattern itself. In order to take effect, ABLAUT must dominate IO-IDENT [±low] . In words that do not contain a DL sequence, the result is that only the root-final vowel lowers as a result of ablaut (80b). Lowering any other vowels, as in (80c), results in unnecessary violations of IO-IDENT[±low] . (Note that the forms in (80) These vowel length, nasality, and ablaut effects, taken together with the stress misapplication patterns described and analyzed above, provide significant support for the existence of a correspondence relationship between epenthetic vowels and their hosts in Ho-Chunk. In the remainder of this section, we briefly discuss several alternative approaches to the data discussed here. 18 Past accounts of many of the phenomena in this section have treated the observed identity effects as a consequence of Dorsey's Law applying after other phonological rules. For example, Miner (1979, et seq.) shows that the nasalization facts can be derived if progressive vowel nasalization is ordered before vowel copy: given an input like /knak/, vowel nasalization will yield the intermediate form knãk, and then a copy of the nasalized vowel is inserted to break up the cluster (derivation in (82)). The ablaut facts are treated similarly: given the underlying form /kre-ire/, ablaut applies to yield intermediate kra-ire, and then a copy of the final vowel is inserted to break up the cluster (83). (82 Miner's (1979) analysis captures the facts, but misses a generalization: in both cases where DL follows another phonological process, the result is unexpected identity between a copy vowel and its host. It is thus an accident, under Miner's analysis, that copy-host pairs converge on total identity. Hall's (2003) analysis of the Ho-Chunk facts is also subject to this criticism. Under her analysis, copy-host identity in Ho-Chunk emerges because both DL vowels are part of the same segment; however, additional assumptions required to make the observed facts follow appear in some cases to be arbitrary. To analyze the overapplication of vowel nasalization in [kãnãk] , for example, Hall assumes that predictably nasalized vowels are associated with their own velum lowering gesture (an assumption that, as far as we can tell, is not motivated elsewhere). As the two [ã]'s are part of the same segment, and thus linked to the same velum lowering gesture, both are nasalized (147) (148) . For the ablaut facts, Hall proposes a similar analysis: because the two [e]'s in [kere] are part of the same segment, both map to [a] when an ablaut-inducing suffix is added (148). Finally, in regard to the stress misapplication facts, Hall proposes that both vowels in a DL sequence bear high pitch because high pitch is linked to segments, and the two DL vowels are part of the same segment (173). We note, however, that in order to square this proposal with the fact that a long vowel bears high pitch for only half of its duration (see Figure 3 , also Miner 1989) , it is necessary to assume that high pitch is actually linked to the accented mora, not the accented segment, and that consequently both halves of the DL sequence are linked to a single mora (as both bear high pitch). In addition, to account for the fact that words composed of only a single DL sequence satisfy the bimoraic minimal word requirement, Hall is forced to assume that the sonorant member of the DL sequence also bears a mora; (e.g. the [n] in [kãnãk] ) is moraic. How exactly it is possible for two halves of the same mora to be split up by a different mora, without violating conditions on line-crossing, is unclear.
Our point is this: existing alternative analyses of the Ho-Chunk data account separately for each misapplication effect, and in doing so, miss the generalization that unites them-all promote identity between a copy vowel and its host. The correspondence-based analysis, by contrast, captures this generalization directly: misapplication occurs to promote identity. In addition, the correspondence-based analysis extends to the length-matching facts in Section 4.4 which, while others have discussed (see e.g. Miner 1979:26; Hall 2003:149) , none have analyzed. In particular, it is unclear to us how the lack of DL sequences with long vowels could be accounted for by either of the existing analyses described above.
Discussion and Conclusion
We have argued that positing a correspondence relation between a copy vowel and its host yields a natural, unified treatment of prosodic misapplication effects in copy epenthesis. Faithfulness constraints that act on this relation, demanding identity between an epenthetic vowel and its host, can explain otherwise unexpected prosodic patterns in four languages: Selayarese (Section 2), Scottish Gaelic (Section 3), Irish Gaelic (Section 3.3), and Ho-Chunk (Section 4). (See Table 2 for a summary of all cases.) In this way, our results bolster Kitto and de Lacy's (1999) claim that a correspondence relationship holds between an epenthetic vowel and its host. In Section 5.1, we discuss how these results bear on Kawahara's (2007) claim that correspondence-based analyses of copy epenthesis overgenerate. Section 5.2 concludes. Kawahara (2007) The claim that a copy vowel and its host correspond with one another has precedent (esp. Kitto and de Lacy 1999) , but it is also controversial. In a paper on the similarities and differences between copy epenthesis and reduplication, Kawahara (2007) argues that a number of generalizations underlying the typology of copy epenthesis can only be captured in an analysis that does not make use of correspondence. This section discusses Kawahara's generalizations. We first show (Section 5.1.1) that the phenomena discussed in this paper cast doubt on Kawahara's assertion that copy epenthesis never involves length matching. Following this, we discuss the rest of Kawahara's generalizations, and, where we have such ideas, suggest possible ways forward.
Length-matching
Length transfer effects (Levin 1985) , where a short vowel is copied as short and a long vowel copied as long, are well-attested in the typology of reduplication (see (84) for examples from Kihehe). However, Kawahara (2007:16) finds that equivalent patterns in copy epenthesis-such as (85), where a short host begets a short copy and a long host a long copy-are unattested.
(84)
Length transfer in Kihehe reduplication (Odden and Odden 1985:500) a. kú-ceéng-a → kú-ceenga-ceénga, *cenga-ceénga 'build/a bit' b. kú-ceeng-él-a → kú-ceengela-ceengéla, *ceengeela-ceengela 'build for/a bit' (85) Length transfer in copy epenthesis is unattested (Kawahara 2007:16) 
Kawahara shows that a spreading-only analysis of copy epenthesis is unable to generate length transfer patterns like (85), while a correspondence analysis predicts their existence. If it could be shown that patterns like (85) are systematically absent from the typology, this gap would provide a strong argument in favor of spreading-based analyses of copy epenthesis. But given the presence of other varieties of length matching in copy epenthesis (see Section 3 on Scottish Gaelic, and Section 4 in Ho-Chunk), we believe that the lack of patterns exactly equivalent to (85) could be an accidental gap, and therefore does not argue in favor of spreading-based approaches. We illustrate this through factorial typology below.
The analysis required to derive the length transfer effects in Scottish Gaelic (Section 3) and Ho-Chunk (Section 4.5) involve five crucial ingredients, as laid out in (86). Additional factors may be involved in the actual patterns, but these suffice to explore the broad typology. Copy vowels and their hosts must have identical length specifications. c. Cluster markedness constraints (*BADCLUSTER):
Certain cluster types are not permitted in the output. d. Constraints against long epenthetic vowels (DEP-LONGV): 19 The epenthetic copy vowel is not permitted to exceed a certain length threshold. . (cf. DEP-V µ+ (65) for Ho-Chunk) e. Input-Output faithfulness against epenthesis (DEP-SEG) No epenthetic segments (irrespective of length).
A factorial typology of these five constraints yields five possible systems, summarized in Table 3 . (The factorial typology was explored with OTSoft, Hayes et al. 2013) . Where applicable, each system type is annotated with an example of a language that instantiates it. Of the five predicted patterns in Table 3 , four are attested. Type (1), in which copy epenthesis does not occur, is attested in many of the world's languages, including American English. Type (2), in which copy epenthesis applies when the host is short but not when the host is long, is attested in Scottish Gaelic (Section 3.2). Type (4), in which only short copy vowels are permitted and underlyingly long vowels shorten to match their copy, is instantiated in the neutralization pattern of Ho-Chunk (Section 4.4.2). And type (5), in which length matching does not occur, is (Kitto and de Lacy 1999:186) attested in Cook Islands Maori (Kitto and de Lacy 1999:186 ; among others). The only unattested pattern, then, is type (3), where short vowels are copied as short and long vowels as long (as in (85)).
It is important to note, though, that the incidence of length transfer effects is fairly low. Of the 51 languages surveyed for this paper (see the Appendix), only two (Scottish Gaelic and Ho-Chunk) exhibit them. Given the survey's composition, the fact that type (3) systems are unattested is a fairly probable outcome, as there are three kinds of predicted length transfer effects but only two languages that exhibit such patterns. The fact that types (2) and (4) are attested, but type (3) is not, could thus be due to chance.
In short, we have argued throughout this paper that certain kinds of length transfer effects are attested, and that these attested effects necessitate a correspondence-based theory of copy epenthesis. Although our survey did not uncover the particular kind of length transfer discussed by Kawahara (i.e. the type (3) systems in Table 3 ), the fact that such cases are unattested is unsurprising given the composition of the current survey, and should be treated as an accidental gap. The result, then, is that the attested typology of length transfer effects is a strong argument in favor of a correspondence-based theory of copy epenthesis (contra Kawahara), not an argument against it.
Other arguments
In addition to the generalization that copy epenthesis never induces length transfer, Kawahara (2007) presents three further generalizations that appear to elude explanation under a correspondence-based theory of copy epenthesis. We discuss each in turn.
Lack of consonant copy Kawahara (2007:8) asserts that one characteristic of copy epenthesis is that it only targets vowels. For example, while copy vowel epenthesis often occurs to break up an illicit consonant cluster, patterns in which copy consonant epenthesis is employed to satisfy some other phonotactic-for example, ONSET, as in the hypothetical pattern in (87)-are claimed to be unattested. Under a correspondence-based account, there is no obvious way to account for this generalization, as HE-IDENT constraints should be expected to hold over both consonants and vowels. (For an explanation of why patterns like (87) are excluded under a spreading-based analysis, the reader is directed to Kawahara 2007:11-14.) We have no solution to this problem, except to deny that it exists: we believe that the descriptive generalization is not as strong as Kawahara claims. For several potential cases of consonant copy, see Yu (2005) ; Inkelas and Zoll (2005: Ch. 1). 20
Lack of non-local copy
A further generalization that unites the known cases of copy epenthesis is that the copy and its host are always tier-adjacent. Kawahara (2007:13-14) notes that under a correspondence-based analysis, however, it is possible to derive patterns in which the copy and host are more distant. Let us assume, following Kitto and de Lacy (1999) , that adjacency between a copy vowel and its host is enforced by the constraint HE-ADJACENCY (in their terms, BE-ADJACENCY; 'assign one violation mark * for each segment intervening between an epenthetic segment and its host'). But if a language prefers more sonorous nuclei (cf. HNUC; Prince and Smolensky 2004) , for example, the markedness constraints that enforce this preference could dominate HE-ADJACENCY, resulting in a pattern like (88)-where the epenthetic vowel chooses to correspond with a more distant, but more sonorous, host (88b-c We have found no pattern that resembles (88). And while it is possible to exclude (88) and other similar patterns by stipulating that HE-ADJACENCY must dominate all markedness constraints (following a suggestion by Kitto and de Lacy 1999:20-21 , and assumed throughout this paper), we find this solution unsatisfying. At present, then, we agree with Kawahara (2007) that the lack of non-local copy is problematic for a correspondence-based theory of copy epenthesis.
Segmental blocking
The final argument offered by Kawahara (2007) against correspondence-based theories is the existence of blocking effects, where copy epenthesis only applies across certain types of consonants. In Japanese, for example, copy epenthesis applies across laryngeal [h] (e.g.
[bahha] 'Bach', [mazohho] 'Masoch'); but across supralaryngeal consonants a default vowel (its identity to some extent dependent on the preceding consonant) is inserted instead (e.g.
[bazW] 'buzz', [sWpWraito] 'Sprite'; Kawahara 2007:19 for all forms). While there has not yet been a thorough study of the typology of interveners in copy epenthesis, it appears that most languages that exhibit such restrictions tend to restrict copying to cross-sonorant or cross-laryngeal contexts (Hall 2003; Kawahara 2007:20) . 21 Under a spreading-based analysis, accounting for blocking effects is straightforward if we assume that feature spreading is strictly local (e.g. Ní Chiosáin and Padgett 2001): blocking occurs when an intervening consonant is unable to host the features in transit from the host vowel to an epenthetic vowel (see Kawahara 2007:21-24 for further discussion and analysis). Under a correspondence-based analysis, however, such effects are not easy to capture, as in the general case whether or not α can correspond with γ typically does not depend on whether or not some segment β intervenes. We grant, then, that segmental blocking effects are currently a problem for correspondence-based analyses of copy epenthesis. We sketch the beginning of a possible solution below. Some current work in the Agreement by Correspondence literature (see esp. Rose and Walker 2004; Bennett 2015b; Shih and Inkelas 2015) , proposes that there are adjacency requirements on correspondence. Bennett's (2015b:61) CC·SYLLADJ, for example, requires that corresponding consonants must inhabit neighboring syllables (see also Rose and Walker's 2004 PROXIMITY) : if some segment α residing in some syllable σ a stands in correspondence with some segment γ in σ c , there must be some some segment β that stands in correspondence with both α and γ in each syllable between σ a and σ c . Let us assume that it is possible to implement a version of this constraint, HE·SEGADJ, that refers to adjacency among host-epenthetic pairs (as in (89)). (89) HE·SEGADJ: If some epenthetic segment α stands in correspondence with a host γ, then every segment β that intervenes between α and γ must stand in correspondence with α and γ. Assign one violation mark * if this condition is not met.
When this constraint is high-ranked, the implication is the following: if an epenthetic vowel and its host stand in correspondence, the consonant that intervenes between the two must stand in correspondence with them as well. It could then be possible to limit the consonantal contexts in which copy epenthesis applies by placing restrictions on the kinds of consonants that can stand in correspondence with vowels. Although this proposal provides a possible way forward, it raises questions about other aspects of the analysis, namely the assumption that host-epenthetic correspondence is mandatory (see Section 1.1). In cases like Japanese, the fact that default epenthesis occurs when copy epenthesis is blocked suggests that one way of avoiding violation of HE·SEGADJ is to avoid correspondence altogether; it is difficult to explain, under other assumptions, why an epenthetic vowel should featurally match its host across some consonants but not others. And as noted by a reviewer, the above proposal also raises questions about the activity of similar constraints in reduplication: if HE·SEGADJ has a Base-Reduplicant analog, we would wrongly expect to find segmental blocking effects in reduplication (see Kawahara 2007 for discussion). For now, we leave these questions open. Our intention here is only to show that, although the issue of blocking in copy epenthesis is a problem for current correspondence-based theories, the problem is likely solvable.
Conclusions
In sum, we have argued from the typology of prosodic misapplication effects that a correspondence relationship is a necessary component of any successful analysis of copy epenthesis (following Kitto and de Lacy 1999, contra Kawahara 2007) . While the relevance of some of the phenomena discussed here to correspondence-based theories of copy epenthesis has been previously noted (see esp. Kitto and de Lacy 1999) , this paper goes beyond the previous contributions in that it provides a unified analysis of all attested misapplication effects.
We do not pretend, however, that this paper ends the debate on spreading-vs. correspondence-based theories of copy epenthesis, as there are still several domains in which the spreading-based theory makes more accurately restrictive predictions than does the correspondence-based theory (see Section 5.1.2, as well as Kawahara 2007 for more in-depth discussion). In addition, we do not pretend to have a case for the appropriateness of a correspondence-only analysis of copy epenthesis, as the fact that a correspondence relation links epenthetic segments and their hosts does not mean that other kinds of relations (e.g. feature spreading) cannot link them as well. All we hope to have shown here is that a correspondence relation is a necessary component of any descriptively adequate theory of copy epenthesis: a spreading-only analysis cannot account for the prosodic misapplication effects documented in this paper. Having established this, we hope that future work can explore how the correspondencebased theory developed here and in Kitto and de Lacy (1999) can be developed to yield sufficiently restrictive typological predictions in all relevant domains. for helpful discussion. Earlier portions of this research have been published as Stanton and Zukoff (2016) ; comments from three NLLT reviewers (Paul de Lacy, Shigeto Kawahara, and one anonymous reviewer) and the associate editor (Rachel Walker) have helped shape the paper into its present form. All remaining mistakes are ours.
